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at her lonely house at the edge of a heath. He overcame her
mistrust of him by assuring her that he was a wizard, and said
he would like to see her familiar. She thereupon called a toad
from under a chest and it drank milk she had brought. Harvey
then suggested that, as fellow witches, they ought to drink
together. While the woman was absent getting some ale, he
cut the toad open, and out came the milk. Thorough examina-
tion convinced him that the toad was a cplayne naturall' one,
which no doubt the 'melancholly and poore* woman had found,
tamed, and finally come to regard as a spirit and her familiar.
She was enraged when she found what Harvey had done, and
'flew like a Tigris at his face'; but, by telling her that he was
the king's physician sent,to find out whether she were a witch
and if so to apprehend her, he subdued her sufficiently to be
able to escape—fully persuaded that cthere are no witches'.1
The advance in outlook of the new philosophy over the old
is well illustrated by the comparison between the water test,
which was based on the purely arbitrary assumption that water
was pure and would reject witches, and the experimental test
by Harvey. Fortunately, there were signs that the experimental
philosophy was attracting increasing attention. Knowledge of
it became more and more available, especially for the citizens
of London, for whose benefit Sir Thomas Gresham had endowed
seven professorships, at Gresham College, in order that their
holders might lecture on the seven 'liberal arts'—divinity, law,
physics, astronomy, geometry, rhetoric, and music. Perhaps
as important as the education thus provided was the attraction
the college had for scientists from all parts. Gradually it tended
to become identified with the new philosophy, and about 1645
a group interested in it used to meet weekly in London, at
Gresham College and elsewhere, to discuss Thysick, Anatomy,
Geometry, Astronomy, Navigation, Staticks, Magnetics, Chy-
micks, Mechanicks, and Natural Experiments'. Three or four
years later the group was divided, some continuing to meet in
London, and others, on their removal to Oxford, meeting there,
often at the lodgings of the warden of Wadham College, John
Wilkins. These meetings brought together a body of scientists,
and those interested in science, who, after the Restoration, were
incorporated in the Royal Society. One explanation of the
1 Wallace Notestein, A History of Witchcraft in England from 1558 to 1718 (1911),
pp. 160-2, citing Gentleman's Magazine, 1832, pt. i, pp. 407-8.
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